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DARE to Learn Curriculum 

Question to explore… What happens at sea? 
Historical Coverage Lord Admiral Nelson 

Battle of Trafalgar  
Life aboard the Victory 

NC Coverage Events beyond living memory that are significant nationally or globally. 
The lives of significant individuals in the past who have contributed to national and international achievements 
Significant historical event, people and places in their own locality 

Chronology sequencing events/ objects in 
time; using chronological vocabulary  

Place event on timeline. Retell story orally/ by pictorial timeline 

Characteristic features of period/ person/ 
events studied 

World battles took place at sea with no flight methods meant sailing across oceans, not flying. Difference in fighting techniques and 
weapons  

Change/ continuity Similarities & differences 
between ways of life at different times  

Investigate how battle of Trafalgar protected Britain and the impact of this on our lives 

Cause/ consequence- why people did things/ 
causes and results of events and changes  

Explore how this battle allowed Britain to become the world’s largest sea power for 100 years 

Significance How this is linked to Portsmouth and od our local area – link to how Portsmouth is still a strong naval city 

Interpretation –explore ways we find out 
about the past and how it is represented 

Explore a range of Nelson / Trafalgar memorabilia; visit Portsmouth Dockyard to step on board the HMS  Victory  

Historical enquiry –asking /answering 
questions; using sources to find answers and 
show understanding 

Select sources to tell particular parts of the story. Investigate images/ written accounts, etc 

Key Historical Vocabulary  - discuss and 
remember and embed 

Sail: Ships in the battle of Trafalgar sailed out to sea. Journey: The long journey Nelson and his men went on 
before the battle. Fleet: an army or men ready to fight aboard the ship. HMS Victory: The ship they sailed on. 
Monument: Erected in memory of Lord Nelson, in London. Battle: A fight to win. Injured: When the men fighting 
were hurt and no longer able to fight. St Pauls Cathedral: A church in London where Lord Nelson is buried. 
Francis Nisbit: The wife of Nelson. Invade: A Fleet of men or a ship / army who enter a country without invites. 
British: Lord Nelson fought for his country Britain (Where we live). Royal Navy: Britain’s collection of warships 
and warfare.  Amputation: When an arm or leg needs to be removed after an injury. 
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